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DUNMORE Corporation Receives Performance Excellence Award From Boeing
Silver Rating Signifies ʻSuperior Supplier Performanceʼ in 2011

Bristol, Pa., Jan. 31, 2012 – One of the world’s top aerospace corporations has recognized DUNMORE
Corporation for outstanding performance as a partner, DUNMORE announced today.
The Boeing Company presented DUNMORE its 2011 Boeing Performance Excellence Silver Award, a
designation received by only about 400 of the aerospace and defense giant’s thousands of suppliers.
DUNMORE maintained a Silver Composite performance rating for each month of the 12-month performance
period, from Oct. 1, 2010, to Sept. 30, 2011. DUNMORE, a leading manufacturer of high-performance thin film
products, supplies Boeing with a durable film used on interior panels. The panels are composite structures that
are printed or embossed with each airline’s unique interior style. The DUNMORE adhesive film is the final clear
coating that protects the printing and embossing from dirt and oils that could damage the finish.

“Boeing extends its sincere congratulations to the employees of your company for demonstrating their
dedication to the high performance standards necessary to meet customer expectations and remain
competitive in the global economy,” the company said in a statement to all Silver Award winners.
DUNMORE has been supplying thin film products to the aerospace industry for decades. Many of the world’s
largest aerospace companies use DUNMORE thin films for durable labels and sound dampeners. DUNMORE
thin films are also a fixture in space exploration as insulation on spacecraft and during production, protecting
sensitive instruments from static electricity.
“We’re grateful for this recognition from one of the most prominent companies in the world and an
acknowledged leader in aerospace technology,” said DUNMORE Vice President John Jordon. “Boeing has to
be very exacting about the quality of its materials and its suppliers’ reliability, so we take it as a great
compliment that they appreciate our value as a partner.”

About DUNMORE
DUNMORE Corporation is a global supplier of engineered coated and laminated films. DUNMORE
offers film conversion services such as coating, metallizing and laminating along with contract film
manufacturing. DUNMORE produces coated film, metallized film and laminating film substrates for the
photovoltaic, graphic arts, packaging, aerospace, insulation, surfacing and fashion industries. DUNMORE
is privately held, ISO 9001:2008 and OSHA VPP Star certified. For complete information on DUNMORE’s
products, services and industries served, please visit DUNMORE’s website
http://www.dunmore.com/.
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